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The fundamental need for environmental preservation
has been calling, around the world, for the development
and deployment of friendly industrial processes. Moreover,
presently, development has to take into account sustainabil-
ity. Within this context, enzyme technology is of outmost
importance, having a major role for the achievement of
the goals of sustainable development. This technology is of
particular signiﬁcance to Brazil due to the need to preserve
Brazil’s singular ecosystems, biodiversity, and quality and
availability of the country’s water resources. Furthermore,
Brazil has an unrivalled availability of natural wealth, in both
diversityandquantity,tobeprocessed,viabiocatalysis,intoa
wide range of diverse and innovative products as well as into
biofules. Enzymes are the logical tool to process renewable
resources as both of them have naturally evolved to match
each other. It is now, therefore, time to develop dexterity
and expand the use of enzymes in a fully eﬃcient manner.
As biochemical processes are cleaner than its chemical
counterparts and generate higher-quality products, this shift
would beneﬁt the country’s socioeconomic development.
However, going from traditional chemistry into enzy-
matic processes is more than a technical and economical
challenge, it is a change in the way we think technology—
scientiﬁc and technical knowledge— and thoughtfulness are
much needed.
The Brazilian Seminar on Enzyme Technology
(ENZITEC)hasbeentakingplaceeverytwoyearssince2003.
Its main objective has been to further the knowledge on the
wide range of industrial, technical, and specialty enzymes
alongside promoting its economic viability. The event
encompasses the worldwide interest in industrial enzyme
research and uses vis-` a-vis the necessary move toward
biocatalysis. Eight papers, which were selected from a wealth
of submitted manuscripts, were accepted for publication
in this special issue of Enzyme Research. They relate to
fundamental areas of enzyme research and technology
such as microbial screening, enzymes production and
characterization, ﬁne chemistry, bioreﬁnery, and biofuels.
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